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the Mystical Prism of Being / cd

By Brian Michael Tracy  
with Marty Rifkin, Andy Hill, 
Renee Safier 
Brian Michael Tracy/CD Baby

Writer and musician Brian Michael 
Tracy’s latest release, The Mystical Prism of 
Being, invites us into a soundscape of emo-
tion, desire, and repentance through a sonic 
filter that merges Tracy’s mystical poetry as 
spoken word performance with classic rock 
ballad covers, sung in the original lyrics, as a 
medley, flowing in and out of one another. 

The album consists of three tracks present-
ed as ‘acts’, each an average of 15 minutes. 
The first act, titled “A Virgin Birth,” is ripe 
with sexual metaphor and vivid description 
of the fluids that accompany human birth. It 
is set to Sting’s “Sister Moon” and Van Mor-
rison’s “Inarticulate Speech of the Heart.”

The second act, titled “Our Last Supper,” 
explores the emotions that accompany inevitable 
loss. Tracy interweaves the completion of a 
romance with the image of death - at the burial 
grounds - set to Leonard Cohen’s “Alexandra 
Leaving” and Robbie Robertson’s “Fallen Angel.”

The final act, appropriately titled “Ascen-
sion,” invokes the process of a soul making 
peace with the eternal All-That-Is. Beauti-
ful and mystical, it promises a life renewed, 
reborn in new skin. Natalie Merchant’s “The 
Gulf of Araby,” Bob Dylan’s “Every Grain 
of Sand,” and The Grateful Dead’s “Broke-
down Palace” complete the sonic journey. 

Tracy’s musical team includes Springsteen’s 
collaborator Marty Rifkin and South Bay 
musicians Andy Hill and Renee Safier. Set 
to release on Good Friday, this album is ap-
propriate for casual listening, an end-of-yoga-
class savasana, or a lazy Sunday afternoon.

Reviewed by Aria Morgan, a writer, yoga teacher, 
and birth coach who loves handstands and  
kombucha: ariamorgan.com

Mantra Sessions / cd

by Bosse Skoglund  
and Zilverzurf 
Playground Music

Bosse Skoglund and Zilverzurf are world-
renowned Swedish musicians who specialize 
in creating and producing amazing percussion 
and bass soundscapes. Though I was not 
familiar with them I am a fan of Zilverzurf’s 
daughter, singer-songwriter Lykke Li. What 
a fantastic sonic and spiritual delight it was 
to discover their music through the new 
album, Mantra Sessions.

Mantra Sessions, set for release around 
Skoglund’s 80th birthday, is a dense and  
colorful montage of vocal mantra, jazz  
guitar, tribal percussion, saxophone, slinky 
bass, and many other world instruments  
delivered through a dreamy lens of reverb 
and delay. I love that the vocal mantra is 
on the same level as all the instruments; it 
doesn’t dominate but serves as a mysterious 
looping element within the overall sound-
scape meant to permeate your subconscious. 
This is an experimental work overall, meant 
for a trance-like state of listening more than 
mass commercial appeal.

Each track takes you on a brief dive into 
its own secret world. For me, “Prosperity 
Dub” sets a grounded energy, yet surprises 
with touches and flourishes of horns.  
Saxophone and Rhodes keyboard have an 
exotic conversation on the track “Mantra  
for Peace.” “Disappear Dub” created the  
effect of helping me shut out outside  
distractions and draw my focus within. 
“Health & Happiness” is a beautiful and 
uplifting track to begin your day.  

Enjoy each song as it draws you in to your 
own experiences in this fascinating collection.

Reviewed by McKenna Rowe, a DJ, yoga 
teacher, and founder of Chakra 5 Yoga & Wellness: 
chakra5.la.

Time in Love is Never Wasted / cd

by SRI Kirtan 
Mantralogy 

The powerhouse duo SRI Kirtan, vocalist 
and harmonium player Sruti Ram and vocal-
ist and acoustic guitar player Ishwari, are 
leaders in the modern ecstatic chant move-
ment. Previously topping the Billboard World 
Music Chart, they are back with their new 
recording Time In Love Is Never Wasted. 

The title alone is one of my favorites thus 
far in the genre; it inspires an invitation to let 
oneself become lost in these sacred chants. 
SRI Kirtan reveals a strong influence by two 
modern giants of the form: Shyamdas and 
Swami Ma Chetan-Jyoti. This CD is a heart-
felt tribute to them as they deliver a passion-
ate and unapologetic love for chanting that is 
rare in the modern age. 

Ishwari and Sruti Ram have been referred 
to as the “Grace Slick and Marty Balin of 
kirtan,” and Jefferson Airplane comparisons 
are warranted on this release. Highlights 
include a powerful version of the “Hanu-
man Chalisa,” a gold standard for the duo 
that brought down the house at Bhakti Fest. 
The back-to-back sequence of hypnotic and 
meditative versions of “Mahamantra” and 
“Hare Krishna Hare Ram” are also stand-
out tracks.

The album is worth cherishing for the 
closing track “Maui Sita Ram.” (Perhaps 
a tribute to Ram Dass?) This tender lul-
laby masterpiece features Sruti Ram on lead 
vocals. I have it on repeat and always well up 
as I receive the love of this beautiful offering. 
I encourage you to take a musical journey 
into the pure devotional heart space that SRI 
Kirtan creates with their latest collaboration.

Reviewed by Shiva Baum, the former head of 
A&R at Triloka Records, the label that produced 
numerous albums by Krishna Das, Jai Uttal, and 
Bhagavan Das. Shiva is a producer, artist manager, 
podcast host, and head of music programming/main 
stage MC at Bhakti Fest, the “Coachella of Kirtan.»
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